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Deadpool By Joe Kelly Omnibus
Follows the adventures of ordinary people who wake up with extraordinary
abilities, including Nakamura who controls time, Claire Bennet who is
invulnerable, and Micah Sanders who can communicate with machines.
The secrets of Deadpool revealed! In some of his funniest adventures of all time,
the truth behind Deadpool's origins in the Weapon X program is explored, as well
as his unique relationship with Death herself! Ajax returns for revenge on Dr.
Killebrew as Deadpool faces the ghosts of his past...literally! And is Deadpool the
Cosmic Messiah, destined to save all? Featuring Captain America, Batroc the
Leaper, Blind Al and Arnim Zola! Collecting: Deadpool (1997) #18-25 & #0,
Deadpool & Death Annual 1998
Joe Kelly's riotous run continues! Deadpool goes from would-be hero to zero
(issue) in an encounter with the lamest dead people in the Marvel Universe! But
Wade is a drowning man as T-Ray and Typhoid continue to torment him. Can XForce's Siryn save Deadpool from his own self-destructive tendencies? As Wade
inches closer to the edge, he fi nds himself targeted for death! The man called
Ajax is cleaning house, and he wants Deadpool's stain scrubbed from the planet.
But what's his connection to Wade's untold origin? Meanwhile, the world is on the
brink of cosmic oblivion - and as far as Landau, Luckman & Lake are concerned,
only one man can avert disaster: Deadpool is destined to be the savior of Earth!
Really?! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL (1997) 0, 12-20; DEADPOOL AND DEATH
ANNUAL '98; BABY'S FIRST DEADPOOL BOOK (1998) 1; ENCYCLOPAEDIA
DEADPOOLICA (1998) 1
Four tales of everyone's favorite Merc with a Mouth! When WaterWorld hires
Deadpool to protect their theme park, he winds up face to snout with Brute Force:
Protectors of the Environment (look 'em up!) in a story written by star of The
League and NTSF:SD:SUV Paul Scheer and Nick Giovannetti! Then, mysterious
foes try to steal Wolverine's DNA to clone him - but Logan's old pals Deadpool
and Steve Rogers are on the case! And Ben Acker and Ben Blacker, mad minds
behind "The Thrilling Adventure Hour," reveal the Secret of the White Caption
Boxes as Deadpool takes on Madcap...with unexpected results! Finally,
Deadpool "helps out" Spider-Man by donning his webs...but why doesn't Spidey
seem to appreciate it?! COLLECTING: Deadpool Bi-Annual 1, Death of
Wolverine: Deadpool & Captain America 1, Deadpool Annual 1-2
Landau, Luckman, and Lake want Deadpool to rebuild himself as a hero - but
he'll be lucky to pull himself together as he is! His healing factor's down, and the
only thing that'll juice it up is a dose of the Incredible Hulk's blood - administered
by the Weapon X alumnus who helped make Deadpool what he is in the first
place! Not even mad science can mend a torn heart, though, as Deadpool's
infatuation with X-Force's Siryn (later of X-Factor) is challenged by Typhoid - who
turns heads as easily as she cracks skulls! When she sets off on a grudge match
against Daredevil, can Deadpool contain a killing machine even more off kilter
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than he is? Also featuring wily weapon-boy Weasel, hostage extraordinaire Blind
Al, and the Taskmaster, later of Avengers: The Initiative! Collects Deadpool #2-8
and #-1, and Daredevil/Deadpool Annual 1997.
Collects Deadpool (1997) #65-69, Agent X #1-6. When Deadpool crosses paths
with the Black Swan, the telepathic villain infects Wade with a virus that eats
away at his mind. Can Deadpool overcome his degenerating thought processes
and continue his merc work? No, probably not. Plus, Deadpool is hired to steal
the Rhino's horn and protect Dazzler, and gathers new allies Sandi Brandenberg,
Ratbag, Outlaw and the Taskmaster. But when a showdown with the Black Swan
goes wrong, who - if anyone - will survive?
Trash talk like Deadpool with this hilarious authorized book that contains the best
insults from the Deadpool comics, allowing you to create thousands of snarky
comebacks worthy of the fast-talking Merc with a Mouth. He is annoying. He is
dangerous. He smells terrible. But the public loves him. He talks and cracks jokes
nonstop, breaks down the fourth wall for humorous effect, devises ingenious
pranks and gags, and pummels enemies with brilliant and hilarious put-downs.
Now, anyone can devise the perfect comeback with the Deadpool Comeback
Creator. The best words from the Deadpool comics are featured on pages that
are split into three individual sections. By flipping each section you can mix and
match words to come up with the most outrageous insults worthy of Deadpool
himself—150,000 snarky combinations in all! Each comeback can be chosen at
random or customized to fit any situation. Plus, the back of each page takes you
inside the mind of the fast-talking mercenary, explaining why he chooses specific
words. Don’t be an “insufferable flaming Zamboni,” flip the pages and let the
good-natured trash-talking fun begin.
Collects two of the most popular Deadpool mysteries: The Circle Chase and Sins
of the Past. When his benefactor is killed, the merc with a mouth joins the hunt
for his will and the invaluable secret it is rumoured to contain. The only problem
is, Deadpool's rivals think he already has the document and they're prepared to
kill him to get their fair share! Plus: the mad mutant called Black Tom Cassidy
sends the walking wrecking ball known as the Juggernaut after the merc with a
mouth because he needs a part of Deadpool's body! UK exclusive.
Add a little bit of Spidey and a touch of Deadpool, take away the Y chromosomes, blend it all
together, and what do you get? Peter Parker and Wade Wilson's worst nightmare: the
murderous, mixed-up miss named Itsy Bitsy! The “daughter” of our two heroes is stronger than
them, faster than them and has seriously creepy daddy issues - but what crazed mind could
have conceived of her in the first place? As the body count rises, Spider-Man and Deadpool
must work together to take down Itsy Bitsy - and the person who's been pulling their strings
from the start! But how is a trip to Weirdworld going to help wash that spider out? It's the most
disturbing Spidey/Deadpool story yet, from the wild imaginations of Joe Kelly and Ed
McGuinness! Collecting SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL #9-10, #13-14 and #17-18.
Deadpool is Way cool! By which we mean, Daniel Way cool! One of Wade Wilson's wildest
writers begins his riotous run in this Omnibus volume packed with Merc madness. And he
dives straight in at the deep end with a brutal throwdown against Wolverine! Then, the Skrulls
have invaded Earth - but nobody warned them about Deadpool! So why does that mean
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Wade's going to war with Norman Osborn and his new team of bloodthirsty, black-ops
Thunderbolts? Next, Deadpool wants to be an X-Man - and he's not going to let anyone stand
in his way. Not even the X-Men. And while he's being sociable, why not a good old-fashioned
team-up with Spider-Man? All this plus Hit-Monkey - the hitman who is a monkey!
COLLECTING: WOLVERINE: ORIGINS 21-25; DEADPOOL (2008) 1-26; THUNDERBOLTS
(1997) 130-131; HIT-MONKEY (2010A) 1, (2010B) 1-3; DEADPOOL SAGA
For three decades, Wade Wilson has shimmied and shaken his way through the Marvel
Universe spreading chaos, carnage and a cavalcade of inappropriate jokes wherever he goes.
Now get ready for a birthday bonanza of his very best team-ups featuring the likes of Hulk,
Spider-Man, Wolverine and more! This is one party that's got it all going on - guns, swords,
deranged monkey assassins and at least two highly questionable wardrobe choices! Grab your
chimichangas and fire up your best dance moves, cos it's celebration time - Deadpool style!
Two great tastes that taste great together! As Spidey and Deadpool fast-talk their way into an
ongoing buddy book at last, grab the full story of their unlikely bromance. Through the magic of
comics, Wade Wilson steps into the swinging shoes of a young Peter Parker! Then, the friendly
neighborhood wall-crawler and the anti-social there-goes-the-neighborhood merc trade blows
and "yo mama" quips. If friendship blossoms during encounters with Hit-Monkey and the
Hypno-Hustler, will that jerk Otto Octavius ruin everything by being all Superior?
COLLECTING: DEADPOOL (1997) 11, CABLE & DEADPOOL 24, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN
(1963) 611, DEADPOOL (2008) 19-21, AVENGING SPIDER-MAN 12-13, DEADPOOL (2012)
10, DEADPOOL ANNUAL 2.
Deadpool by Joe Kelly: The Complete CollectionMarvel
The Merc with a Mouth meets the Marvel Universe in this hardcover collecting every one of his
appearances before his industry-changing ongoing series -and then some! Deadpool debuts
as a thorn in Cable's side, but soon starts rubbing shoulders with heroes everywhere - from
Wolverine to Nomad! Hanging with the Heroes for Hire, secreting himself in the Defenders for
and battling the Avengers' Black Knight, he's a social animal! But there's still time for solo
shenanigans in Deadpool's first two classic miniseries! COLLECTING: NEW MUTANTS 98; XFORCE 2, 11, 15, 47, 56; NOMAD 4; DEADPOOL: THE CIRCLE CHASE 1-4; SECRET
DEFENDERS 15-17; DEADPOOL 1-4; WOLVERINE 88, 154-155; HEROES FOR HIRE 10-11;
DEADPOOL TEAMUP 1; MATERIAL FROM AVENGERS 366; SILVER SABLE & THE WILD
PACK 23; WOLVERINE ANNUAL '95, '99; DEADPOOL CAMEO PAGES
The Webbed Wonder and the Merc with a Mouth are teaming up for their first series EVER! It's
action, adventure and just a smattering of (b)romance in this episodic epic featuring the
WORLD'S GREATEST SUPER HERO and the star of the WORLD'S GREATEST COMICS
MAGAZINE. Talk about a REAL dynamic duo! COLLECTING: SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL
#1-6.
Come one, come all, for the bloodiest showdown the Marvel Universe has ever seen! It's two
red-suited madmen for the price of one when Deadpool takes on Carnage in the ultimate batt
le of good-crazy vs. bad-crazy! Will Carnage spread Deadpool all over the landscape? Or will
Deadpool talk the scarlet sociopath's ear off ? Find out in this blood-soaked brouhaha for the
ages! Plus: Cletus Kasady is behind bars and the Carnage symbiote is in quarantine! But we
all know that's never going to last, right? Cletus has been evaluated, imprisoned and even
lobotomized. Carnage has been sampled, cloned, poked and prodded. But they've had
enough! It's ti me to get the band back together! It's a return to bloody, murderous form for the
deadliest killer in the Marvel Universe! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE 1-4,
SUPERIOR CARNAGE ANNUAL 1
Collects Cable & Deadpool #36-50 And Deadpool/GLI: Summer Fun Spectacular. Wade
Wilson and Nathan Summers—Marvel’s mightiest mutant mercs—are back, and this time
they’re stuck with each other! Can two grown men armed to the teeth with deadly genetic
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weaponry live together without driving each other crazy?! Action, adventure, black humor,
black-ops, face-changing viruses, gratuitous France-bashing and lots of gunfire mark the
unexpected, unconventional and inexplicable pairing of two of Marvel’s fan-favorite antiheroes! Now, relive the capeless crusaders’ entire run, collected across three titanic trade
paperbacks! In this volume, Deadpool takes on the Taskmaster, reunites with the X-Men, and
teams up with Wolverine, Captain America, Doctor Strange, Brother Voodoo, Ka-Zar, the
Fantastic Four, Spider-Man, the Avengers…and the Great Lakes Initiative?!
The Merc With a Mouth faces betrayal on all sides, setting him up for a grudge match with his
arch enemey T-Ray.
The powerful pencils of Ed McGuinness spectacularly combine all the energy of classic comic
book artwork with 21st century flair - establishing him firmly as one of Marvel's modern
masters! McGuinness first caught the eyes of True Believers in his collaboration with Joe Kelly
on DEADPOOL, which helped propel the Merc With A Mouth to superstardom. But the artist's
larger-than-life visuals were never more bombastic than in his work with Jeph Loeb on HULK!
McGuinness reunited with Kelly to team Deadpool with Spider-Man, and, together with Jason
Aaron, he's amazed with the X-Men, and delivered a truly mighty team of Avengers! Now
McGuinness' unmistakable interpretations of all these heroes - and more - leap from the pages
of this action-packed artist study!
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Cable & Deadpool #1-18"--Indicia.
It's the confrontation that every single Marvel comic has been building to: the Merc With a
Mouth versus the Jerk With That Jaw! Deadpool goes to Infinity and beyond when he throws
down the gauntlet against Thanos of Titan! These calamitous combatants are two sides of an
unholy love triangle, with Death their fickle mistress. But when everything in the universe stops
dying, could the bombshell with the killer cheekbones have her bony hands full with someone
else?!? Who ever heard of a love square? How would that even work? The Mad Titan and the
Crazy Cretin may just have to team up to find out what gives as they head "From Her to
Eternity!" Guest-starring Marvel's most popular and beloved character, the Black Talon - plus
some nobodies called the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Deadpool's newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed
a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects... on Staten Island! But you know what they say,
when you come at the king, you better not miss! The Merc with a Mouth finds himself neck
deep in political intrigue, monster law, and a monster hunter out for blood! It's like The Crown
but with even more swords and monsters! Can Deadpool's smooth charisma and deft
diplomacy allow him to keep his head, or will he be royally screwed? Collecting Deadpool
(2019) 1-5 (subject to change).
Wade Wilson steps into the spotlight! He's the Merc with a Mouth, the Regenerating
Degenerate, the Sassin' Assassin...now get to know the irrepressible Deadpool all over again
in a kick-ass collection of his earliest solo sagas! From his first appearance as a wise-cracking
thorn in the side of Cable and the New Mutants, Deadpool sets out on a quest for romance,
money and mayhem - not necessarily in that order! Can he solve the riddle of Tolliver's Will?
Will he find love with X-Force's Siryn? And can he survive not one but two run-ins with the
Juggernaut? Plus, meet Weasel (the weapons guy) and Blind Al (Wade's roommate...and
prisoner?!) as Deadpool considers becoming - a hero! COLLECTING: NEW MUTANTS (1983)
98, DEADPOOL: THE CIRCLE CHASE (1993) 1-4, DEADPOOL (1994) 1-4, DEADPOOL
(1997) 1
Collects Deadpool (2012) #1-14, #20 And #26. Comedy writing partners Brian Posehn and
Gerry Duggan bring the funny, Deadpool-style, in one of the most celebrated eras of the Merc
with a Mouth! Wade Wilson must take down an army of dead presidents — and things only get
wilder from there! Deadpool is hired by a demon to reclaim damned souls; gets in touch with
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Man! Plus: The debut of the flashback “inventory issue” tales Posehn and Duggan made
famous, featuring Deadpool’s adventures in yesteryear! Deadpool drowns his sorrows with
Iron Man, gets funky with Power Man and Iron Fist, wreaks Kirby-fied havoc on a cosmic level
and fights Hitler alongside Cable and Nick Fury! Deadpool has never been more hilarious!

When mercenary Wade Wilson learned that he was dying of cancer, he signed up as a
test subject for the mysterious Weapon X program. Wade's cancer was arrested via the
implanting of a healing factor derived from the mutant known as Wolverine. However,
Wilson soon found himself the victim of the cruel experiments of the vile Doctor
Killebrew, where he escaped and, assuming the name Deadpool, embarked on a life as
an assassin. Marvel Platinum brings you the very best Deadpool adventures from his
very first appearance to the present day!
Uncover the wiles and insights of the Merc with a Mouth in this lavishly presented
collection of Deadpool's best, worst and frankly outrageous moments from his comic
book history. Deadpool: a mystery wrapped in an enigma wrapped in a frankfurter skin
suit. Even he doesn't know what the *?@$ is going on in his brain! In this little guide to
everyone's favorite mercenary, discover what makes the katana-wielding, gun-toting,
insult-firing anti-hero tick, or maybe more accurately in his case, tock. With a collection
of the greatest comic book covers, scenes we love to remember (or forget, depending
on your disposition), and the musings of our morally confused comrade, there's sure to
be some wisdom gained from the ravings of a psychotic killer who cracks wise more
than a comedian on Prozac.
The return of a legend — and the end of an era! Gene “The Dean” Colan draws
Daredevil once again as Mister Fear launches his latest campaign of terror! But when
Matt comes between his angry ex-love Black Widow and evil mutant Omega Red, he’ll
feel more than the Widow’s bite! What deadly game is the Avenger playing? And DD
meets DP when Deadpool comes a-calling, but will Typhoid Mary make it an unholy
love triangle? And what does it all mean for Deuce the Devil-Dog? Plus: Flash back to
Matt Murdock’s college years as he first meets Foggy Nelson! And how — and why —
has Matt regained his sight?! Daredevil’s first series hurtles to a finish, and it’s going to
end with a bang! Collecting DAREDEVIL (1964) #365-380 and #1, and
DAREDEVIL/DEADPOOL ANNUAL ’97.
Wade Wilson puts the social into antisocial in this collection cram-packed with more
Deadpools than should be legal! Headpool - the Merc with Only a Mouth - makes his
debut in the Zombieverse, then inspires the ultimate headhunt as he's targeted by
A.I.M., Hydra - and Deadpool himself! Soon, they'll join their multi-dimensional
counterparts - Lady Deadpool, Kidpool and Dogpool - on an intergalactic suicide
mission! Are the Deadpool Corps the galaxy's most magnificent mercenaries? Then, it's
truly troubling team-up time as Wade hacks, slacks and wisecracks across the Marvel
Universe - alongside Hercules, Ghost Rider, Captain Britain, Satana, Gorilla Man, Thor,
Iron Fist, a vampire cow (yup), Galactus and more! COLLECTING: MARVEL ZOMBIES
4 1-4, DEADPOOL: MERC WITH A MOUTH 1-13, LADY DEADPOOL 1, PRELUDE TO
DEADPOOL CORPS 1-5, DEADPOOL CORPS 1-12, DEADPOOL FAMILY 1,
DEADPOOL TEAM-UP 899-883, MATERIAL FROM MARVEL ZOMBIES 3 1
Marvel's most mentally misaligned misanthrope, Deadpool, returns in a gloriously raw,
uncensored shoot-'em-up romp across America with his good buddy Hydra Bob, a
boatload of explosives, enough military-grade weaponry to sink your battleship and a
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cocktail of mood-altering pharmaceuticals. When Bob is framed for a terrorist act on
American soil and hunted by the U.S. government, he and his best friend Deadpool go
on the run in a heartfelt, soul-searching journey full of sex, drugs and unnecessary
excessive violence! Familiar friends and foes including Taskmaster, Cable, Agent X,
Weasel and Blind Al join the bosom buddies on their sanity-smashing adventure as
Deadpool helps his pal Bob try to clear his not-so-good name. Plus: Christmastime is
here again, and Hydra Bob and Deadpool have a gift you'll never forget! COLLECTING:
Deadpool Max 2 1-6, Deadpool Max X-Mas Special
Collects Deadpool #40-44. After the fallout - nuclear and otherwise - of the Merc with a
Mouth's antics in Arizona, the government is faced with an impossible question: what to
do with Deadpool? The answer: stick him in an institution! When you think about it, it
might be the only solution - after all, he really does need some professional help ... as
well as protection from the enemy: himself.
Collects Deadpool (1997) #0, 12-20; Deadpool and Death Annual ’98; Baby’s First
Deadpool Book (1998) #1; Encyclopeadia Deadpoolica (1998) #1. Joe Kelly’s riotous
run continues! Deadpool goes from would-be hero to zero (issue) in an encounter with
the lamest dead people in the Marvel Universe! But Wade is a drowning man as T-Ray
and Typhoid continue to torment him. Can X-Force’s Siryn save Deadpool from his
own self-destructive tendencies? As Wade inches closer to the edge, he finds himself
targeted for death! The man called Ajax is cleaning house, and he wants Deadpool’s
stain scrubbed from the planet. But what’s his connection to Wade’s untold origin?
Meanwhile, the world is on the brink of cosmic oblivion — and as far as Landau,
Luckman & Lake are concerned, only one man can avert disaster: Deadpool is destined
to be the savior of Earth! Really?!
Joe Kelly's hilarious, character-defining run on Deadpool begins here! Wade Wilson is a
mercenary with a mouth, willing to work for whoever pays the bills, but the mysterious
Landau, Luckman & Lake Corporation believes he can be a hero! Though Blind Al,
Deadpool's elderly roommate-slash-prisoner, might not agree... Wade takes on the
Taskmaster, but when his healing factor fails, the only thing that will juice it up is the
incredible Hulk's blood! As Wade's old rival T-Ray nurses a dangerous grudge,
Deadpool falls in with Typhoid Mary -bringing him into conflict with Daredevil! And can
Deadpool and Blind Al escape the past when they're hurled backward into the pages of
a Silver Age Spider-Man story?! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL (1997) 1-11, -1;
DAREDEVIL/DEADPOOL ANNUAL '97; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 47

Presenting the Merc-iest, Mouth-iest Deadpool collection of all time! From his
dynamic debut in 1991 to a story that unfolded across 2016's variant covers,
celebrate 25 years of Wade Wilson wackiness by the finest creators to ever
regenerate the degenerate! Deadpool will try to stop the Juggernaut, cross the
Black Panther's path and lock horns with Daredevil and Typhoid Mary! He'll have
an explosive encounter with Black Swan, and try to join the X-Men!
COLLECTING: NEW MUTANTS (1983) 98; DEADPOOL: THE CIRCLE CHASE
1-4; DEADPOOL (1997) 6-8, 44, 65-69; DAREDEVIL/DEADPOOL ANNUAL '97;
BLACK PANTHER (1998) 23; CABLE & DEADPOOL 20-23; DEADPOOL (2008)
16-18; DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 1-4; DEADPOOL (2012)
15-19; DEADPOOL SECRET COMIC VARIANTS
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Births, deaths and marriages, they're all here in Gerry Duggan and Brian
Posehn's hilarious take on the Merc With a Mouth. But mainly deaths - and, in
the case of a zombified horde of U.S. presidents, undeaths! Meet the daughter
Wade Wilson never knew he had, the voice in his head he never wanted, and the
monstrous Mrs. he should never cross - the succubus queen Shiklah! Enjoy
Deadpool's newfound bromance with Wolverine and Captain America before it
ends in tragedy, and head deep inside the darkest recesses of his mind to learn
his Original Sin. With uproarious fl ashback tales revealing Wade's hidden history
across the Marvel Universe, Posehn and Duggan work their magic on Deadpool's
past and present - but will they leave him any future? COLLECTING:
DEADPOOL (2012) 1-45, DEADPOOL: DRACULA'S GAUNTLET 1-7, DEATH
OF WOLVERINE: DEADPOOL & CAPTAIN AMERICA 1
Collects Invincible Iron Man (2015) #1-14. One of the most popular super heroes
in the world soars to new heights - and devastating lows! Tony Stark has a new
armor, a new supporting cast and a new purpose! But his life is just as surprising
and eventful as ever - beginning with the return of one of his biggest nemeses,
and the quest to find his biological parents! Tony must pursue Madame Masque
as her actions threaten to rip all of reality apart, then delve deep into his
international organization to find out what's rotten in the House of Stark. But
when tragedy sets the Marvel Universe spiraling into conflict, Tony will face an
emotional confrontation with some of his closest and dearest friends! What will
CIVIL WAR II mean for the future of Iron Man?
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as New Mutants #98,
Deadpool: the circle chase #1-4, Deadpool (1994) #1-4, Deadpool (1997)
#1"--Indicia.
Wade Wilson is a self-loathing killer for hire...but he dreams of being a hero. So
when an interdimensional organization reveals that his destiny is to save the
world, is it the chance for redemption Deadpool has longed for - or is it too good
to be true? Either way, with reluctant allies like Siryn, Monty, Weasel and the
elderly prisoner Blind Al, and formidable foes like Taskmaster, Typhoid Mary and
T-Ray - who carries a soul-shattering secret that could destroy Deadpool - the
odds are stacked against the merc with a mouth! Joe Kelly's hilarious, brutal,
twisted and definitive take on Deadpool is collected in one oversized hardcover!
COLLECTING: Deadpool (1997) 1-33, -1, 0; Daredevil/Deadpool Ann ual '97;
Deadpool/Death Ann ual '98; Bab y's First Deadpool Book ; Amazing Spider-Man
(1963) 47, 611; material from Deadpool 900
Who is the mysterious alien Prodigal and why is he in the Savage Land? As he
attempts to return home he will cross paths with the Fantastic Four, the Silver
Surfer and the new Guardians of the Galaxy! COLLECTING: FANTASTIC FOUR:
PRODIGAL SUN 1, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY: PRODIGAL SUN 1,
SILVER SURFER: PRODIGAL SUN 1
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